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What INTEGRA is about
The EU faces significant labor shortages in certain sectors, which have 

the potential to limit growth and competitiveness – a challenge to become more 
pressing due to Europe’s aging demographic profile. Better managing legal 
channels for skilled migrants and making it attractive to them to come and settle 
in the EU goes hand in hand with tackling the challenges of the refugee crisis. 
More efforts are needed to integrate the 20 million non-EU nationals residing 
legally in the EU. 

INTEGRA aims to aid the process of long-term integration of third-country 
nationals (TCN) in Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Italy and Slovakia 
through city-to-city knowledge and experience sharing. Whilst the competence 
for integration policy lies primarily with the states, cities play an important 
role to foster cooperation between all relevant actors and create a favorable 
environment.

How INTEGRA works 
INTEGRA relies on city-to-city exchange, local stakeholder integration 

groups and cross-border expert network to equip cities with the capacities and 
policies for TCN integration. The project developed methodologies designed to 
foster broad citizen participation for assessing urban policies and practices for 
integration of TCN, raising awareness and making policy recommendations. 
The project approach and the city audit methodologies allowed us to engage 
a significant number of people - over 9,125; 2,200 persons directly took part 
in project activities, while the project website attracted over 6,925 individual 
users. New fruitful partnerships with the local and regional authorities in each 
of the five cities were established, including national authorities and state 
bodies responsible for refugees and/or integration, international organizations, 
universities, and other EU funded projects.

What we aim to achieve
    Develop, test and promote new models and tools for participatory  

    assessment of city integration performance; 

    Improve city integration policies; 

Generate connectedness, support and mutual understanding between 
TCN and host communities; 

    Dispel mutual fears and stereotypes; 

Stimulate cooperation between stakeholders, experts, business 
sectors, cities and countries.

INTEGRA partnership
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INTEGRA at a glance

CITY INTEGRATION AUDITS
 

The five partner cities audited with broad citizen participation 
their TCN integration policies and practices using diverse 
methods. The audits covered the areas of access to the labor 
market, education, healthcare, housing, security and safety, 
host society attitudes. 

City Walks with 
Checklists

 
Photovoice

 
CITY INTEGRATION 
AGENDAS 

The City Integration Agendas 
analyze scenarios for coping with 
a range of possible paradigm 
shifts in migration for the next 3 
to 5 years, and propose specific 
interventions to public and civic 
actors responsible for migrant 
integration to prepare cities for 
proactive reactions and policies. 

INTEGRA DaysSTAKEHOLDER 
INTEGRATION 
GROUPS

Each city established its Integration 
Group with representatives 
of state and local authorities, 
third-country nationals, NGOs, 
media, academia, experts from 
the sectors of employment, 
security and safety, health care, 
integration. Over 35 members of 
the international expert network 
so far. 

Infographic posters

Resources and tools

Good practices

Policy 
Recommendations

City Integration 
Labs

City Integration 
Roundtables

Collectively over 2,200 citizens and TCN engaged in the INTEGRA process so far; 

80 representatives of local governments; 250 TCN; 6,925 unique project website visitors 

48,460 beneficiaries of project website articles and online resources and 

47,500 persons reached through partners’ own social media channels.
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INTEGRA at a glance
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CITY: 

SOFIA

INTEGRA Partner organization:  
Sofia Development Association (SDA)

City population:  1,325,429 (2017)
Number of TCN: 21,269 (2017) 
Country GDP per capita: 7,829 EUR (2018)1 
Country GDP: 55,182 million EUR (2018)
City GDP per capita: 15,533 EUR (2018)

Sofia is the capital of Bulgaria, located in the southwestern part of the country. It is the largest 
city and cultural, political, and economic center; the metropolitan region concentrates 19.0% of the 
population and 21.7% of the work force in the country. Third country nationals in Sofia are currently 
estimated to be around 2% - 2.5% of the population, while the national average is 1.3%. National 
statistical institute data for 2017 shows that 11,188 TCN immigrated to Bulgaria in 2017 only2. 
 
City Audit Self-Assessment 
Notwithstanding its well-established multicultural and multiethnic history, Sofia is still a city with missed 
opportunities where immigrant interests are left out. The lack of political representation of diversity 
has adverse impacts on the city’s diverse communities. The city integration audit conducted in 2018 
reveals various strengths and weaknesses (assessed on a scale of 1, poor to 5, excellent in the 
table below) in the city policy framework and programs for migration issues and urban development.

 

 1.National Statistics Institute
 2.http://www.nsi.bg/bg/content/13036/външна-миграция-по-възраст-и-гражданство-на-мигриралите-лица

Photo: Sofia Municipality
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CITY: 

SOFIA

City Integration Agenda Priorities
Sofia Municipality recognizes that in a new era of global migration, city authorities need to 
address immigration-related city-building issues, including but not limited to housing, employment, 
transportation, public space, land use, education, and community service that have deeply affected 
the well-being and quality of life of immigrant communities. Integration priorities identified in the 
Sofia City Integration Agenda include:

Employment opportunities for TCN: Integrating TCN in the labor market through internships, 
apprenticeships, on-the-job trainings. Sofia Municipality will sign agreements with vocational centers/
universities and employers for training and hiring TCN, including in municipally-owned enterprises 
and companies. 

Opportunities for education and training for TCN: Training of school principals, teachers, parents and 
children in the municipal schools to facilitate a welcoming environment and early inclusion of TCN 
children in education.

Access to basic services (information, housing, health care): Setting up Sofia Center for Integration 
Services, which would provide practical information, legal advice, opportunities for language 
acquisition, professional training, available housing, mediation/interpretation to TCN. The Center 
services will be available also online through a dedicated web platform. The platform will link users 
to the existing Sofia Health Online Portal at https://sofia.myhealth.bg for related health care issues. 

Security and safety: The city administration will continue the installation of new CCTV, street and 
park lighting, particularly in the neighbourhoods with dense foreign-born population. 

TCN integration in the local community: Building upon the successful grant-making programmes 
of Sofia Municipality – Europe Programme, Culture Programme and others – the city will commit 
financial resources in support of TCN civic participation and cultural offering. 

Integration governance and leadership: Establishing a unit within the municipal administration 
responsible for TCN integration and/or adding this responsibility to the portfolio of the standing 
committee on education, culture, science and cultural diversity. 

Sofia Integration Tip
To build inclusive cities, it is critical to develop planning policies, programs and professional training 
that are focused on equity and inclusion to guide urban growth and change, and ensure planning 
practitioners are well equipped with the knowledge and skill to implement policies and deliver 
programs to the communities at the ground level.

Quote 
A successful welcoming community ensures all members have equal access to 
municipal resources, infrastructure, facilities, and services, equal rights to use of 

public spaces, and equal representation in decision-making processes.

Ms. M. Malamin-Siryiski, Stakeholder group member“

“
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CITY: 

PRAGUE

INTEGRA Partner organization:  
Integration Centre Prague (ICP)

City population:  1,294,513 (2017)
Number of TCN: 123,0823  (2018) 
Country GDP: 206,822 million EUR (2018)
Country GDP per capita: 17,600 EUR (2018)4 
City GDP per capita: 34,700 EUR (2018)

Prague is a historical city in Central Europe and the cultural, political, as well as economic 
centre of the Czech Republic. There are about 1,3 million people currently living in Prague, out 
of which almost 200,000 are foreigners who moved to Prague mainly for the purpose of work, 
studies or family reunification. They make up over 15% of the overall city population. Nearly 
40% of all foreigners in the Czech Republic live in Prague, making it a truly cosmopolitan city.  
 
City Audit Self-Assessment 

  3. https://www.czso.cz/csu/czso/4-obyvatelstvo-bflqa060au
  4. https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/tgm/table.do?tab=table&init=1&language=en&pcode=sdg_08_10&plugin=1

Photo: https://pixabay.com/sk/photos/prague-panorama-prahy-1678629/

Source: Eurostat (Population by citizenship and country of 
birth - functional urban areas)
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CITY: 

PRAGUE

City Integration Agenda Priorities
While Prague municipality has already taken a variety of measures to support TCN integration, there 
is still much to be done, especially considering the increasing number of foreigners living and moving 
to the capital. The Prague City Integration Agenda identifies the following priorities: 

City communication strategy of integration-related topics: Improving the municipality´s PR – 
presenting Prague as “Prague for all.” 

Mainstreaming – involving TCN as an integral part of society: Support for community actions, local 
events and meetings between TCN and Czech citizens, in collaboration with state-funded city 
institutions such as libraries and youth centers.

Intercultural openness of public institutions: Introduce intercultural workers in the city offices, train 
public servants in intercultural competencies and provide methodological support for public servants 
working with TCN.

Counteracting anti-immigrant discourse, xenophobia and racism: Municipal administration needs to 
react promptly and adequately to hate-speech and hate-crime incidents in the city. Support the work 
of organizations working with victims of hate-speech/ hate-crime. 

Monitoring and evaluation of city policy implementation: Ongoing monitoring and evaluation of the 
city integration policy, and closer work with city districts through the city districts platform.

Social services, housing, urban safety: Include TCN in the development of strategic documents and 
social services aimed at migrants. Conduct regular demographic surveys to collect data and map 
potentially problematic areas. Increase the available social housing and include TCN as an eligible 
group for the service. 

Involvement of TCN:  Informing TCN about the opportunities for cultural and political participation, 
ideally in their national languages, in order to increase their awareness and motivation for civic 
engagement. 

Prague Integration Tip
For effective local integration policy, it is important to include migrants as a target group in all the city 
strategies including social, education, housing, employment in order to cover the migrants’ needs 
in all aspects of everyday life. This is a way to prevent conflicts and ensure that quality services are 
offered to the migrant communities.
 
Quote 

Even successful and effective integration policy can fail if the leading municipal, 
regional and state representatives do not systematically communicate the reasons 

and benefits of integration as such.

Mr. Jan Janoušek, Stakeholder group member“

“
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CITY: 

KOŠICE

INTEGRA Partner organization:  
ETP Slovakia – Centre for Sustainable Development

City population:  239,095 (as of 31.12.2017)
Number of TCN: 3,781 (as of 2018) 
Country GDP: 90,201 million EUR (2018)
Country GDP per capita: 15,600 EUR (2018)5

Košice region GDP per capita: 12,974 EUR (2017)

The City of Košice is the metropolis of Eastern Slovakia and the second largest city in 
Slovakia. An economic, industrial and cultural centre, Košice is the seat of the Košice Region 
and Košice Self-governing Region, the Slovak Constitutional Court, three universities, 
various dioceses, and many museums, galleries, and theatres. TCN (currently making up 
approx. 1.6 % of Košice residents) arrive mostly for employment, study or family purposes. 

City Audit Self-Assessment 

 

 5. https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/tgm/table.do?tab=table&init=1&language=en&pcode=sdg_08_10&plugin=1

Photo: http://slovakia.travel/kosice

Source: Eurostat (Population by citizenship and country of birth - functional 
urban areas)
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CITY: 

KOŠICE

City Integration Agenda Priorities
According to the experts’ prognosis, Košice may expect an increase in the number of TCN in the 
next 3 to 5 years. The municipal authorities recognize the benefits that TCN bring to the city (labour 
force, know-how, new businesses, cultural enrichment) but also the cost of integration: the needs 
of the migrant groups for housing, education, employment, health and social care, etc. Košice will 
focus on the following priorities:

Employment opportunities for TCN: “The First Contact Point“ online portal will be developed to 
provide information on obtaining work permits, facilitating the contacts between municipal bodies, 
employers/employment agencies and TCN. 

Housing: In partnership with NGOs, the city will continue to offer social housing to asylum seekers 
and TCN with subsidiary protection. Information campaigns will target private real estate owners on 
how to lease property to foreigners and permanent residents. Setting-up online information services.

Education of children of TCN: The City/the City Wards will create a network of inclusive nurseries 
and primary schools offering education to children for whom Slovak is not a mother tongue. The 
network will offer support, sharing experience and expertise for curriculum modification.  

Provision of social services: Organizing in intercultural, social and legal trainings for municipal 
servants and social services providers in order to increase their knowledge about integration. 

Social and cultural integration: The City, in cooperation with K13 will continue to organise the “Festival 
of Diversity” and other events in which TCN can participate (e.g. “neighbourhood“ events such as 
picnics, street festivals, photography/art exhibitions, workshops, charity bazaars, music events, 
etc.). The City will consider the introduction of the grant programs aimed exclusively at minorities 
and communities of foreigners thus securing much needed support for grassroots initiatives, civic 
engagement and social inclusion.

City vision and integration services: Define a city vision and priorities on migration and integration of 
TCN; put integration issues on the agenda of the City Council committees. The Municipality will add 
a special section to its website containing information for TCN.

Košice Integration Tip 
Cities need to initiate and maintain partnerships with local stakeholders (e.g. employers, educational 
institutions), in order to communicate effectively with the public and non-nationals on important 
integration measures.

Quote 
External differences, such as legal status or appearance label the foreigner as 

someone who does not fit. On the other hand, visiting favourite public places and 
events, meeting beloved people, having the opportunities to cook and eat together, 
enjoying colourful life is something that connects. The most important thing is not to 

become a stranger to yourself.

Mr. Mojtaba Ketabchi, TCN, originally from Iran, a resident of Košice for 27 years
“

“
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CITY: 

OSIJEK

INTEGRA Partner organization:  
Centre for Peace, Nonviolence and Human Rights – Osijek

City population: 104,693 (as of 31.12.2017)
Number of TCN: 598 (as of 2017)
Country GDP: 51,457 million EUR (2018)
Country GDP per capita: 11,500 EUR (2018)6 
Region GDP per capita: 10,641 EUR (2018)7

The city of Osijek is located in the north-eastern part of the Republic of Croatia and with an area 
of 169.74 km2 represents the most populous part of the Osijek-Baranja county (35% of the county 
population). Currently, except unaccompanied minors, there are no migrants and refugees in the 
city of Osijek. The Republic of Croatia participates in the European programme for relocation and 
resettlement of third country nationals or persons without citizenship who meet the requirements for 
approval of international protection and that it will provide accommodation for these categories of 
people. Osijek is one of the cities chosen for resettlement of TCN, 40-50 of them arrived in the first 
half of 2019.
 
City Audit Self-Assessment 

 

6. https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/tgm/table.do?tab=table&init=1&language=en&pcode=sdg_08_10&plugin=1     
7. Gross domestic product for Republic of Croatia, statistical regions at level 2 and counties, 2015”. Priopćenje DZS. Zagreb: Croatian Bureau of Statistics 
(12.1.3). 15 February 2018. ISSN 1330-0350.

Photo: http://www.tzosbarzup.hr/en/visit/cultural-attractions/osijek-i-tvrda,4217.html?fb-
clid=IwAR3s0YYwQmssjhEBJWohXyJ6tBCoR0LV-on_Dp3wRMIaLkYMjy6SW_cqQzE

Source: Eurostat (Population by citizenship and country of 
birth - functional urban areas)
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CITY: 

OSIJEK

City Integration Agenda Priorities
The general objective of the Local Integration Plan in the City of Osijek is to introduce integration 
measures for third country nationals with an emphasis on persons with international protection 
approved. The key strategic fields of integration are: education, health care and social welfare, 
employment and housing, local capacities, safety and raising awareness of citizens. Osijek City 
Integration Agenda priorities:

Education, health care and social welfare: Education and raising awareness among social service 
professionals how to provide support to TCN in accessing community services, language courses, 
health care, etc.

Employment and housing: In collaboration with employers, the Croatian Chamber of Economy and 
the Croatian Chamber of Crafts together with the Croatian Employment Office, to develop innovative 
models for re-skilling and employment for TCN; raise awareness and disseminate information about 
available private housing for rent.

Local capacities: Nominating contact officers in the City of Osijek responsible for networking with 
other Croatian cities on integration; allocate funding for integration activities in the city budget.

Safety and awareness-raising: Communicating to citizens on safety and security issues in the city; 
cooperation with local media; establishment of mentorship program (family-friend), development of 
support program by using local resources (local and foreign volunteers, European Solidarity Corps), 
strengthening the ‘Police in the Community’ Program, inclusion of integration subjects in cultural and 
sports events.

Osijek Integration Tip
To build inclusive cities, it is critical to develop planning policies, programs and professional training 
that are focused on equity and inclusion to guide urban growth and change, and ensure planning 
practitioners are well equipped with the knowledge and skill to implement policies and deliver 
programs to the communities at the ground level.

Quote 
Hating those who are different is not good, it shows what kind of person you are…

5th grade elementary school pupil from Osijek“

“
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CITY: 

RUBANO

INTEGRA Partner organization:  
RiSSC - Research Centre on Security and Crime

City population:  16,544 (as of 31.12.2018)
Number of TCN: 1,6218 (as of 31.12.2018) 
Country GDP: 1,756,981.5 million EUR (2018)9 
Country GDP per capita: 26,700 EUR (2018)10 
City GDP per capita: 34,573 EUR (2018)11 

Rubano is a small town in Veneto region, located in the Province of Padua. It belongs to the urban 
belt of the city of Padua. The town consists of four neighbourhoods: the centre of Rubano, Bosco di 
Rubano, Sarmeola and Villaguattera. Rubano’s area is 14,51 km². According to the Italian statistics 
institute, Istat, on the 1 January 2018, Veneto recorded the presence of 487.893 foreign residents, 
who represent almost 10% of whole population. 230.089 of them are male and 257.804 female.

At the end of December 2017, the number of third-country nationals in Rubano was 1,597 which 
makes the 9.7% of the whole town population. Of these, 738 foreigners are male (46%) and 859 
female (54%). The majority of foreign residents come from Romania, Moldova, China, Albania and 
Morocco.
  
City Audit Self-Assessment 
The city integration audit conducted in summer 2018 reveals various strengths and weaknesses 
(assessed on a scale of 1, poor to 5, excellent) in the city policy framework and integration programs 
for foreign nationals. As many other Italian small towns, Rubano has not implemented a plan 
or specific actions to foster integration: there are no specific services or offices in charge of the 
management of issues linked to intercultural affairs. The Municipality’s action is limited to the cultural 
sphere.

                               

8. https://www.rubano.it/dati-statistici 
9. https://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/show.do?dataset=naida_10_gdp&lang=en 
10. https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/tgm/table.do?tab=table&init=1&language=en&pcode=sdg_08_10&plugin=1
11. https://www.pd.camcom.it/gestisci-impresa/studi-informazione-economica/dati-e-analisi-economiche-1/reddito-prodotto/il-reddito-prodotto-in-provincia-di-pado-
va-anni-2000-2016

Photo: http://notizie.comuni-italiani.it/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/NMC6202.jpg
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CITY: 

RUBANO

City Integration Agenda Priorities
Italian language classes for foreigners: The municipality of Rubano is urged to check the possibility 
of organizing and providing training courses using resources and personnel within the institution and/
or through the involvement of local associations which already provide language training services 
for foreigners.

School as a meeting place: In cooperation with local schools, the city administration can  prepare 
informative materials that can be disseminated at meetings of foreign students, their parents and 
educators. The administration may also organize activities to present community services to the 
foreign parents, to collect , and to detect possible problems. 
The municipal administration is invited to promote the school as a place of meeting and interaction 
between the Public Administration and foreigners living in Rubano.

Assembly of new residents: The Municipality of Rubano is invited to organize an annual plenary 
meeting for new members of the Municipal Register. Data from the city audits show how new foreign 
residents have strongly influenced the composition of Rubano’s population. The total number of new 
members has never fallen below 660, of which at least 28% are foreigners.

Community events: The municipal administration needs to promote the organization of events in 
foreign communities during the festivities included in the “intercultural” calendar. Provide logistical 
and/or financial support to the celebration of the festivities typical of the countries of origin of Rubano’s 
foreign communities in the form of an ad hoc patronage.

Rubano Integration Tip
To build a more inclusive town, it is essential to remove language barriers though training in Italian, 
especially for women, and to support housing search for TCN looking for a life project in Italy. 
In addition, towns should create events to increase meeting opportunities and mutual knowledge 
between different national groups.

Quote 

Often we visit migrant kids and we need to explain them the diagnoses and necessary 
therapies, so they can translate to their mothers who don’t speak Italian.

Dr. Stefania Perin, paediatrician, Stakeholder group member“

“
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Sofia, Bulgaria

Osijek, Croatia

Prague, Czech Republic
Košice, Slovakia

Rubano, Italy

INTEGRA OUTCOMES and IМPACT so far

Rubano
 

 Rubano will participate in a new follow-
up AMIF-funded initiative in 2019, with other 
municipalities of the province of Padova to 
support the integration of TCN and refugees. 

 Rubano decided to organize a cultural 
festival on integration “Oltre I confine 2019” 
(‘Beyond Borders’) in September 2019, as part 
of its communication strategy.

Prague

 ALL CITIES EVALUATED 
THEIR POLICIES AND APPROACHES, 
IDENTIFIED NEEDS AND OUTLINED 
ACTIONS.
 THE PROJECT PROVIDED 
IMPETUS FOR CITIES TO IMPROVE 
COLLABORATIONS AND MUTUAL 
LEARNING, EXTEND NETWORKS 
AND PARTNERSHIPS.
 CITIES UTILIZE INTEGRA 
TO SHOWCASE THEIR WORK TO 
CITIZENS AND STAKEHOLDERS. 
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Sofia, Bulgaria

Osijek, Croatia
Košice, Slovakia

INTEGRA OUTCOMES and IМPACT so far

Košice
 

Osijek
 

 The Central State Office for 
Reconstruction and Housing Care of the 
Government of the Republic of Croatia has 
allocated two state-owned apartments in Osijek 
and will initiate a bid for a 2-year lease from 
private landlords for settlement of migrants in 
the city. 

 The local community has modified the 
Decision on the Rights and Aid from the Social 
Welfare System of the City of Osijek so that 
social welfare may be provided to migrants and 
stateless persons with residence in Osijek.

Sofia
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Our expert network
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Our expert network

Join our network! 
www.integra-eu.net

Photo by Philip Mihaylov - Next Level Photography
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www.integra-eu.net


